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Results: Within a six-month period, 10 patients (7 women and 3 men; mean age 61.5 6
10.3 years) followed at the Medical Oncology Unit of the Tor Vergata Clinical Center,
were considered evaluable for the present study. Statistically significant improvements
in strength (F), resistance, muscle mass (MM), left arm circumference (AC), phase
angle, control of symptoms (nausea anddysphagia); Functional Assessment of Chronic
Illness Therapy Trial Outcome Index (FACIT-TOI); Functional Assessment of
Anorexia/Cachexia Therapy (FAACT) and Quality of Life (QoL) (EORTC scale) were
reported (see Table).
Conclusion: This study provides suggestive evidence of a favorable effect of a tailored
nutritional counseling during chemotherapy.
Acknowledgement: this study was carried out within the PhD program in
Experimental Medicine and Systems (XXIX cycle, Medical Oncology Course).

T0/T1

T1/T2

Performance data
F max (Kg)
0.01*
0.00*
Resistance (s)
0.01*
0.01*
FFM (Kg)
0.73
0.15
MM (Kg)
0.23
0.04*
Anthropometric data
Right AC
0.68
0.18
Left AC
0.86
0.01*
Gastrointestinal symptoms
Nausea
Disgeusia
Dysphagia
FACIT-D TOI
FAACT-TOI
Wellness
Phase angle
0.08
0.06
FACIT-fatigue
EORTC
0.00*
*statistically significant; FFM: fat free mass
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T2/T3

T0/T3

T1/T3

0.01*
0.01*
0.09
0.00*

0.03*
0.01*
0.20
0.17

-

0.08
0.01*

0.20
0.29

-

-

.
-

0.03*
0.24
0.04*
0.01*
0.02*

0.03*
0.03*

0.01*
-

0.06
0.00*

Sunitinb, hypertension and renal function: a monocentric experience

G.P. Dognini1, F. Petrelli1, M. Destro1, M. Ghilardi1, K. Borgonovo1, M. Cabiddu1,
S. Barni1
1
Asst Bergamo Ovest, Treviglio
Background: sunitinib and other antiangiogenetics (AAG) have been shown to significantly increase blood pressure (BP). AAG-related hypertension (AAG-HTN) may be
defined as a new diagnosed HTN or worsening of a pre-existing one. If not correctly
managed it may lead to major cardiovascular (CV) events (i.e. acute coronary syndrome and stroke) and to AAG withdrawal. Preservation of renal function may be crucial for both AAG and antihypertensive treatments.
Patients and Methods: between 1st March 2012 and 1st May 2017, at Treviglio Hospital
(Italy) all patients (pts) receiving sunitinib underwent a basal multidisciplinary evaluation. BP and renal function (estimated glomerular filtration rate [e-GFR], and basal 24h
microalbuminuria) were monitored before, during and after sunitinib treatment.
Results: 20 pts (median age 63.5yrs, range 49-83, male/female¼15/5) were evaluated,
all being affected by renal cancer (clear cell¼16; papillary¼3, poorly differentiated¼1),
2 pts had also colo-rectal adenocarcinoma. All pts but 3 underwent radical nephrectomy. Basal e-GFR was >89 ml/min*1.73mq in 3pts, 60 to 89 in 10, <60 in 6 (not available in 1); basal 24-h microalbuminuria (evaluable in 10pts) was normal in 2 pts, 30300mg/24h in 7 (median¼45mg/24h), and > 300 in 1. Evaluation at 6 months and at
the end of sunitinib showed stable (6pts) or improved (5pts) e-GFR, 6 months worsen
with subsequent improvement in 2pts, and worsened e-GFR in 7(35%). Overall 65% of
pts had stable or improved e-GFR. Eleven pts had a pre-existing diagnosis of
HTN(55%), 5 of them requiring an adjustment of antihypertensive therapy before
sunitinib because of uncontrolled HTN. Importantly, a new diagnosis of HTN before
sunitinib was done in 4pts(20%). After sunitinib initiation, AAG-HTN was observed in
14(70%). HTN control was obtained in 12 out of 13 evaluable pts(92%). All classes of
antihypertensive drugs were used, but all pts received an inhibitor of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS). The number of drugs/patient to control AAGHTN, was 1(N ¼ 2), 2-3(N ¼ 6), 4-5(N ¼ 5).
Conclusions: The high rate of HTN diagnosed before sunitinib introduction (20%)
and that of AAG-HTN (70%) suggest the crucial role of a careful multidisciplinary
basal evaluation of pts. Renal function should be carefully monitored, but in most
of pts e-GFR is stable or even improved. These results suggest that sunitinib and
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Baseline characteristics of cancer Patients demanding integrative
oncology (IO) support. The experience of Nuova Oncologia Integrata
(NOI), an Italian non-profit organization
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u2, L. Garnerone2, R. Sgorbati2, F. Putignano2, B. Belfiglio2, F. Franchi2, C. Corda2,
C. La Guzza2, C. Ferri2, I. Giuffredi2, E. Lamanuzzi2, L. Pigaiani2, M. Casini2, M. Mazzoni2
1
Azienda USL di Piacenza, UO Oncologia, Piacenza; 2NOI Nuova Oncologia Integrata
onlus, Piacenza
Background: A part of cancer patients (pts) ask for IO.We assess their basal traits to
justify their need to integrate conventional cancer therapy.
Methods: Nuova Oncologia Integrata (NOI) allows pts to choose mind-body support
without having to depend upon economic factors.At entry, each pt recieves 8 validated
tests addressing basic self-esteem(BSE), anxiety/depression(HADS, STAI-Y), distress
(DT), pain, fatigue(FACIT), pos/neg emotions(PANAS) and a self-reported measure of
health(SF36)
Results: From 10/2016 to 4/2017,79 pts asked for mind-body programs.Males(M) 8/79
(10,1%);females(F) 71(89.9%).Median ageM: 68(42-82), F:59(32-80).43.7% of F were
50-59 years old;50% of M 70-79 years old 60 pts(76%)completed tests,15 pts(19%)returned incomplete tests Primary tumor:64 pts(81%)breast, other 19%(thyroid 2, prostate 1, lung 1, lymphoma 2, brain 1, gastrointestinal 5 and gynecological 3) HADSA:no-anxiety 41 pts(56.9%), slight 15(20.8%), moderate 14(19,4%), severe 2
(2.8%).Anxiety any grade: F45.5%, M16.7%;moderate/severe anxiety: F22.7%,
M16.7% State-trait(S-T) anxiety (STAI-Y).Clinically relevant:54.7%;pts T/
Spos:50%;T-neg/S-pos:5.4%;T/Sneg:37%.Per age (cut-off:age 65):73.9% S/Tpos pts
(<65) vs 10.7% (>65) HADS-D:no-depression 52 pts(72.2%), slight 13(18.1%), moderate 6(8,3%), severe 1 (1.4%).Depression any grade:27.8%;moderate/severe:9.7%.No
differences by sex. Pain:absent 15.8%;slight 19.7%;moderate 43.4%;considerable
19.7%;severe 1.3% DT:no-distress 9.3%, slight 21.3%, moderate 40%, severe 29.3%
FACIT:no-fatigue 4.1%, slight 59.7%, moderate 30,5%, considerable 5.5%, severe 0%
PANAS:equivalent pos-emotions F vs M(median pos-score 26 vs 27); neg-emotions
F>M (median neg-score 20 vs 11.5) BSE:15 pts(18,9%) scored >75 percentile.Low
score mostly seen in age 40-60 SF36:22.8% feels worse than general population, namely
physical role (39,2%), emotional role (30.4%), social activities (27.9%).In >80%, physical/mental activity, pain, vitality, is in the normal range
Conclusions: Cancer pts in IO programs are comparable to the general population of
same sex/age in vitality and physical/mental activity, but perception of physical/emotional role and social activities are worse.Anxiety is more prevalent than depression,
particularly in younger/females.Women have neg emotions twice as much as
men.Moderate pain is common.Fatigue is generally light;distress is common.A low
Self-Esteem is seen in pts 50-60 year old.Knowing the basal traits of cancer pts seeking
support can guide IO organizations.
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High cumulative anthracycline dose without cardiac toxicity: a study on
outlier patients

M.L. Canale1, A. Camerini2, M. Magnacca1, J. Del Meglio1, A. Lilli1, S. Donati2, L. Belli2,
S. Lencioni1, D. Amoroso2, G. Casolo1
1
Cardiologia, Ospedale Versilia - Azienda USL Toscana Nord Ovest, Lido di Camaiore;
2
Oncologia Medica, Ospedale Versilia - Azienda USL Toscana Nord Ovest, Lido di
Camaiore
Background: Cardiac toxicity is a well known dose dependent side effect of anthracyclines. We aimed to explore the clinical characteristics of those patients who in spite of
very high cumulative doses of anthracyclines did not develop cardiotoxicity.
Patients and methods: We searched the database of our medical oncology unit to identify patients who received ¼900mg/m2 of epirubicine (considered as the threshold
dose) irrespectively of primary cancer site or treatment line, undergoing to regular cardiac monitoring by echocardiography and without any evidence of cardiac toxicity.
Results: We identified 10 patients with a high cumulative dose of anthracyclines who did
not show cardiac toxicity (F/M ratio 9/1, median age 58 [range 49-71yrs]). All but two
patients (one metastatic sarcoma and one advanced epatocellular carcinoma) were
affected by a metastatic breast cancer. Patients received weekly epirubicin as last resort
active treatment for heavily pretreated disease. Treatment resulted in in long-term disease
control so leading to higher than usual cumulative dose. Four out of 10 pts previously
received epirubicin as part of adjuvant treatment. The median total dose was 1600mg
(range 1350-2220mg). We searched for a clinical or pharmacological protective profile
associated to the lack of cardiac toxicity in these patients. Only two patients were treated
with a cardioprotective agent (one b-blocker and one RAAS inhibitors). Interestingly, the
main difference with respect to the patients who developed myocardial dysfunction was
the fact that all patients who did not develop cardiac toxicity concomitantly received longterm opioids for pain control (median morfine dose 60mg/die [range 20-160mg/die]).
Conclusions: Our preliminary clinical data could support the preclinical evidence of a
cardioprotective effect of morfine against anthracycline cardiotoxicity thus providing a
rationale for a prospective observational clinical study on a larger population.
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Table: S8
Variable

RAAS inhibitors may be used safely, thus resulting in a better management and outcome of pts.

